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      After keeping a spending journal and keeping track of what I spent over the period of a month, I 

really got to see where my money was going. I enjoyed writing down all my expenses because I could 

see how much of what I was buying. For example, I examined that I bought gas once a week and spent 

about $40 for 16 gallons of premium 91 grade gasoline. I concluded that something I could cut out of my 

regular spending habits is monster energy drinks. I will occasionally buy them for energy before work, 

but at the end of the month, the total is more than I realized and that’s money I could put towards my 

phone bill instead. On top of the energy drinks, I reviewed the amount I spent on snacks and other gas 

station goods and made a goal to avoid stacking up so many little expenses all over the place. Also, I’ve 

decided to start waking up earlier and packing a lunch instead of going out to eat. Not only will I be 

healthier overall, but I could save up to $50 a week, and $200 a month by packing a lunch to take to 

work with me! That’s money I could save and put towards my tuition payments. Keeping this spending 

journal has made me really want to start pinching my pennies from now on. Thinking about the money 

that has gone to waste on stupid things ruffles up my anxiety and gives me a sense of urgency to begin 

carefully watching and managing every dollar I spend.  

      Overall, I have really enjoyed keeping track of my expenses because I am now more aware of where I 

am spending my hard-earned paychecks. It is so much easier to spend than it is to save, especially with a 

credit card! My plan is to continue to keep track of all my monthly expenses in this spending journal so 

that I will be able to more precisely watch and mange my money. This is a great skill to develop before 

going into marriage because one would be able to pay off debts more quickly, having trained 

him/herself to be wise with their spending habits. I’ve learned that being able to keep a budget is a 

great way to avoid excessive amounts of debt. 
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      Having learned about credit this semester, I’m more fully aware of how to stay out of credit card 

debt by following a budget and keeping a spending journal. Doing this will help me to have the money 

necessary to make credit card payments consistently and on time. Not using your whole credit limit and 

even avoiding using 2/3 of your credit limit will prevent your score from being affected negatively. Not 

signing up for those store credit cards will keep your score up high, allowing you to qualify for a larger 

loan amount from banks and credit unions. Using only 2/3 of your mortgage limit will help you to 

significantly stay out of debt. Only having one credit card for me in my current living conditions and 

circumstances is the best option to keep my credit score strong and help it to continue to improve. I felt 

I learned to not spend money that I didn’t have, and before signing up for and receiving my credit card, I 

swore that I would always have the money in the bank before I charged a certain amount to my credit 

card. After receiving my credit card, I found out that it’s not so easy to stick to that plan. I changed my 

goal to just making sure that I make large enough payments to get rid of the debt before my credit was 

affected. 

      After learning about 401ks, IRAs and Roth accounts and the pros and cons of each, I’ve decided that 

the first retirement savings plan account I’d like to open will be a Roth account. I decided to go with this 

account because I feel that paying the taxes right up front will save me more money after I have been 

putting money away for 40 years. If I have $500,000 saved in the traditional account, taxes may take up 

to $200,00 of that. On top of my Roth account, I plan to open up a 401k account and put the max 

amount of money possible each year into that account and match that with my employer, if they offer 

that benefit. Because I won’t be working for the state, I won’t be receiving retirement and so saving  
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enough money for my retirement is crucial for staying out of debt. I plan to start saving now at the age 

of 22 so that when I am ready to withdraw my retirement, I will have enough to take care of my needs. 

      Another very important way from me to avoid gathering a whole lot of debt is by owning my first 

home rather than renting. Renting is just money to allow you to live somewhere that won’t ever belong 

to you, compared to making house payments monthly that will eventually allow you to own that home 

and do what you’d like with it. I learned that before I buy a nice car, I must first take out a loan for my 

house so that my total amount allowed to borrow will be higher and I’ll receive a better rate. Owning an 

average car will be one thing I’ll be sure to do as well. This will save me from a large car payment and 

allow me to put my money elsewhere. Also, Selling a home while the stock market is up benefits the 

seller, while buying a home while the stock market is down benefits the buyer. This is one of the reasons 

people pursue house flipping careers, although it can be a gamble. 

      Regarding Tax returns, I learned that a lot of people lose huge sums of money because they hire 

corporate companies to file their taxes for them. Often, these companies file your taxes incorrectly, 

preventing you from receiving all the money that you could have had returned to you. I’ve been taught 

that hiring a CPA or an EA is the better option because they are more educated in what they are doing 

and can get you more of a return. 

Lastly, to save more money and be more wise with my spending, from each paycheck I receive from my 

employer, I’ll first pay my 10% religious contribution followed by paying myself next. This will allow for 

me to immediately put money away into a savings account before I start paying off all my debts, bills, 

and miscellaneous and run out of money. 
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